Grain boundary diffusion in severely deformed Al-based AA5024 alloy is investigated. Different states are prepared by combination of equal channel angular processing and heat treatments, with the radioisotope 57 Co being employed as a sensitive probe of a given grain boundary state. Its diffusion rates near room temperature (320 K) are utilized to quantify the effects of severe plastic deformation and a presumed formation of a previously reported deformation-modified state of grain boundaries, solute segregation at the interfaces, increased dislocation content after deformation and of the precipitation behavior on the transport phenomena along grain boundaries. The dominant effect of nano-sized Al3Sc-based precipitates is evaluated using density functional theory and the Eshelby model for the determination of elastic stresses around the precipitates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Al-based alloys are attractive materials for various industrial applications owing to their low density combined with sufficient mechanical strength and ductility. The severe plastic deformation (SPD) of metals is a method to improve the mechanical properties of the material via a strong microstructure refinement and the formation of nanostructures 1, 2 . Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is one such deformation technique beside of high pressure torsion (HPT) or accumulative roll bonding (ARB) that allows producing materials with ultrafine grain (UFG) microstructure and supports industrial up-scaling 3 . ECAP processing at elevated temperatures was, e.g., applied to achieve superplastic properties of Al-based alloys 4 . The material modification via SPD processing is not only limited to grain refinement, but also includes modifications of the grain boundary (GB) kinetics, structure and segregation 5 simultaneously with the production of abundant point defects and dislocations in the processed material 6, 7 . For example, an enhancement of grain boundary self-diffusion rates by orders of magnitude was established for ECAP-processed Ni 8 or Ti 9 , a fact which was unambiguously attributed to a deformation-modified (in pioneering works termed as "non-equilibrium" 10 ) state of the interfaces due to defect incorporation and enhancement of the excess free volume 9, 11 . In some cases, an extra-ordinary high strength of UFG materials was attributed to specific grain boundary segregations 12 . It is well known that beyond a critical strain, a further increase of the applied total strain does not produce further grain refinement, and a saturation of the microstructure modification is observed which corresponds to a balance between the rates of defect generation and their annihilation 7 . For the given deformation temperature and strain rate, the relative rate of recovery processes will be facilitated in the case of materials with a lower melting point due to a known semi-empirical relationship between the diffusion rates and the melting temperatures of various classes of materials 13 .
As stated above, the deformation-modified state of grain boundaries was documented for Ni and Ti with relatively high melting points deformed at room temperature. Does the SPD processing of low-melting point materials like Al or Al-based alloys induce the deformationmodified grain boundaries with enhanced diffusion rates, too? Cold plastic deformation of Al has been shown 14, 15 to modify the interface structures in pure Al by introducing so-called extrinsic grain boundary dislocations. Still these modifications were limited exclusively to special grain boundaries in Al, whereas the general highangle GBs relaxed too fast already at room temperature for any modification to be observed. Addition of Mg to Al stabilized extrinsic grain boundary dislocations and a deformation-modified state of interfaces was stated to have been observed which then relaxed at elevated temperatures 16, 17 . For example, zigzag, highly stepped configurations of grain boundaries in an UFG Al-3% Mg alloy which recovered after irradiation by the electron beam in TEM were reported 17 . Although these observations were discussed in terms of the deformation-modified ('non-equilibrium' as it was originally introduced 14, 16 ) state of the interfaces 17 , it is known that even wellannealed grain boundaries may also be faceted and dissociated on the atomic scale 18 . Thus, kinetic measurements would be helpful to elucidate a hypothetical deformationmodified character of the grain boundaries in addition to the microstructure observations. The present work is focused on studying the effect of severe plastic deformation on the kinetic properties of interfaces in an Al-based alloy and contributes to a better understanding of the coupling between the microstructure evolution, precipitate formation and local strain-stress fields as a function of annealing conditions. For these purposes, the tracer diffusion method is applied to follow the rate of atomic transport, which is extremely sensitive to the state of the grain boundaries, grain boundary segregation and grain boundary precipitation 19, 20 . The 57 Co isotope is chosen as a convenient tracer element and its grain boundary diffusion is measured at about room temperature in Al-alloys which were subjected to different heat treatments at elevated temperatures. Thus, the determined diffusion coefficients represent a specific probe of the given grain boundary state on a time scale when bulk diffusion of all substitutional elements in Al is frozen and the attained state is not modified during low-temperature diffusion measurements.
A complex Al-based AA5024 alloy was chosen for the investigation, with Mg, Sc, and Zr as main alloying components. Sc was added on purpose to facilitate the grain refinement via nano-precipitation 21, 22 . On the other hand, a strong segregation of Mg in this alloy is to be expected, too 23, 24 . As a result, a sophisticated interplay of hypothetical deformation-induced grain boundary modifications, grain boundary segregation and precipitation may be expected.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Material
The Al-based AA5024 alloy with the nominal composition Al-4.6Mg-0.35Mn-0.2Sc-0.09Zr-0.2Ti-0.08Fe-0.02Si (in wt.%) was prepared in the research group of Prof. R. Kaibyshev (Belgorod State University, Russia). It was produced by continuous casting and the ingots were homogenized by annealing at (643 ± 10) K for 12 h. The ingots were then extruded at 653 K imposing about 70% strain. The resulting rods were subjected to ECAP processing with application of about 100 MPa back-pressure at a temperature of 573 K 25 . The final grain size was about 500 nm.
For a reference, coarse grained high-purity Al (99.999 wt.%) was used. The material was annealed at 873 K for 16 h and slowly cooled. The grain size was about 0.5 mm.
B. Sample preparation and characterization
Discs of 10 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm in height were cut by spark erosion. Some samples were subjected to prediffusion heat treatments at selected temperatures for the given times listed in Table I .
The microstructures were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Nova Nano SEM 230 (FEI). Orientation imaging microscopy was applied using electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD). For the EBSD analysis, the samples were mechanically ground, polished using diamond suspensions and finished with colloidal silica (0.04 µm) until a mirror-like surface finish was achieved.
Local microstructure analysis was performed with a transmission electron microscope (TEM) using a Libra 200 FE TEM (Zeiss) and a JEOL JEM-2100 (both with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV). The disk-shaped samples for TEM analysis were cut from sections with the foil-normal perpendicular to the extrusion direction in the central part of the processed materials. The samples from the ECAP-processed rods were cut perpendicularly to the extrusion direction. 1 mm-thick disks, 3 mm in diameter, were cut by spark erosion and mechanically polished down to the thickness of about 90 µm. The final thinning was done by chemical electropolishing (twin-jet electro-polishing in a solution of HNO 3 :CH 3 OH with 1 : 2 ratio at 253 K).
The sizes of the equiaxed grains were quantified by measuring the grain area and calculating an equivalent grain diameter by modeling each grain as a circle in accordance with the grain reconstruction method 26 . The size of the precipitates was estimated in bright-field TEM (BF-TEM) using at least ten arbitrarily selected micrographs, as it was employed in Ref. 27 . Additionally, dark field-TEM (DF-TEM) and high-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) micrographs were employed to measure the size of about 100 precipitates in each state. The total number of individual measurements for each condition was about 1000, see also Refs. 28 and 29. The dislocation density was calculated in TEM by measuring the number of dislocations for the given intersection length and foil thickness.
The deformed microstructures were described in detail in previous publications 4, 22, 30 . Here we will present the most relevant details and the results for the microstructures relevant for subsequent diffusion measurements.
C. Grain boundary tracer diffusion of 57 
Co
Before the diffusion measurements, the surface of the samples was polished to a mirror-like quality. Three to five microliters of the 57 Co tracer solution (272 days half-life and 122 keV γ-radiation), was dropped on the prepared surface and dried. The samples were sealed in silica tubes under a purified argon atmosphere and annealed. The annealing temperature was set at 320 K to be slightly above room temperature and the annealing time was fixed at 3 days. In order to eliminate the effects of surface and lateral diffusion, the sample diameter was reduced by about 1 mm by grinding after the diffusion annealing treatment.
The parallel serial sectioning was performed using Mylar foils (15 µm particle size) on a custom-built precision grinding machine. After removing a section, the sample was weighed by a microbalance. The thickness of each section was determined by the mass difference from the known density and radius of the sample. The relative specific radioactivity of each section (which is proportional to the tracer concentration) was determined by measuring the radioactive decays of the 57 Co tracer by a well-type intrinsic Ge γ-detector.
The grain boundary diffusion conditions were set to fulfill Harrison's type C kinetic regime 31 . Therefore, the concentration profiles were plotted as the logarithm of the layer tracer concentration, lnc, vs. the depth squared, y 2 , and the corresponding diffusion coefficients, D gb , were determined using the standard Gaussian solution 32 ,
Here t is the diffusion time.
III. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY (DFT) METHODOLOGY
The present paper is focused on the effect of elastic strain in the Al-based matrix on GB diffusion of Co. However, direct DFT computations for general high-angle GBs (as they are addressed in the experimental part) represent an extremely involved task and a simplified approach is used here. We will make use of the experimentally established correlation between the activation energies of GB diffusion, Q gb , (measured directly in the corresponding C-type regime for solute GB diffusion) and those for bulk diffusion in the same matrix, Q v , in metals, Q gb ≈ (0.4 − 0.6)Q v 13,32 . Moreover, the pressuredependent measurements of Zn GB diffusion in Al provide similar values of the activation volume which could be expected for bulk diffusion in Al, about 0.8Ω and 0.9Ω, respectively 33 (Ω is the atomic volume). For the present analysis, the influence of elastic strains on diffusion barriers will rigorously be calculated for the Co atoms in the Al lattice and these values will be used to further estimate Co GB diffusion.
The minimum energy path and the diffusion barrier for a vacancy-mediated nearest neighbor jump of Co in a face centered cubic (fcc) Al matrix is obtained employing the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method 34, 35 . The diffusion barrier is calculated as the difference between the energies of the saddle point and the initial equilibrium state along the minimum energy path in the configuration space along the [110] direction connecting the initial and the final transition state (see Fig. 5b ). For the present case, the saddle point lies midway along this minimum energy path. The strain dependence of the diffusion barrier is obtained by calculating the latter in a hydrostatically strained Al matrix for different values of the lattice parameter in order to address the experimentally-relevant effect of hydrostatic pressure on diffusion.
A. Computational details
We have used 2 × 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 × 3 fcc-supercells (32 and 108 atoms respectively) with one Co atom and one vacancy on a nearest-neighbor site of Co to compute the minimum energy path employing the CI-NEB method 34, 35 as implemented in the VTST package 36 . Both the supercells were generated using the calculated equilibrium lattice parameter (4.04Å) of pure Al. The total energy calculations were performed employing the projector augmented wave (PAW) method as implemented in the VASP 37,38 package with energetics based on density functional theory (DFT). The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) within the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) parameterization scheme 39 was used to describe the electronic exchange and correlation effects. The integration over the Brillouin zone was performed using the Monkhorst-Pack 40 scheme with an 12 × 12 × 12 (for 32 atoms) and 8 × 8 × 8 (for 108 atoms) reciprocalspace k-mesh centered around the Γ point and utilizing the Methfessel-Paxton scheme 41 with a thermal smearing width of 0.15 eV to account for the smoothening of partial occupancies of the electronic states. The plane-wave energy cutoff was set to 400 eV. An energy of 10 −6 eV was used as a convergence criteria for the self-consistent electronic loop. A tolerance value of 0.05 eV/Å was chosen for the force components along and perpendicular to the tangent to the reaction path. A total of 5 images/configurations (in addition to the initial and the final state) were considered to generate the minimum energy path in the configuration space. The strain dependence of the diffusion barrier was obtained by performing the total energy calculations for 13 equally spaced hydrostatic strain (ǫ) values ranging between ±1.5% (-1.5, -1.25, -1, . . . , 1, 1.25, 1.5) where ǫ = (a − a eq )/a eq , a eq being the computed equilibrium lattice parameter of pure Al (4.04Å) as obtained within GGA. With this definition of ǫ, the negative and positive values correspond to compressive and dilatational strains respectively. The internal atomic coordinates were fully relaxed during the total energy calculations maintaining the strained volume.
IV. RESULTS
Examples of the penetration profiles of 57 Co tracer diffusion in the AA5024 alloy for the different states are shown in Fig. 1 . The first near-surface points are affected by the grinding procedure and omitted from the subsequent analysis. The bulk diffusion coefficient of Co in pure Al at 320 K is about 10 −30 m 2 /s as it follows from the Arrhenius parameters reported by Hood et al. 42 . Similar values -at least, not extremely enhanced -can safely be assumed for Co volume diffusion in the Al-alloy, too, taking into account the relatively low amount of the alloying components and the typical values of the solute enhancement factors 43 . The exact values of the volume diffusion coefficients are not relevant, since the effective GB width, s · δ, is significantly larger than the effective diffusion length in the bulk (condition for C-type diffusion 32 ), i.e. the crucial parameter
is significantly larger than unity. In this expression, D v is the volume diffusion coefficient of Co in Al, and t is the diffusion time. The GB width δ was measured for fcc metals to be about 0.5 nm 44,45 and the segregation factor for Co at Al grain boundaries s can be expected to be ≥ 1. Note that simple estimates prove that α > 100 already for s = 1.
The determined diffusion coefficients, D gb , of Co diffusion in the Al-based AA5024 alloy in different investigated states are listed in Table I .
For a reference, Co GB diffusion in pure Al was measured, too (Table I) . For this aim, after polishing, the polycrystalline Al sample was annealed at 823 K for several hours and slowly cooled to room temperature to remove all effects of preparation procedure and assure nearly equilibrium conditions for grain boundary segregation of residual impurities.
V. DISCUSSION
In the present work, the tracer diffusion coefficients of Co atoms in Al-based AA5024 alloy and pure Al are measured for different material states (Table I) . Several striking features have to be highlighted.
1. Co GB diffusion is faster in well-annealed coarsegrained pure Al with respect to the as-cast Al-based AA5024 alloy;
2. Co GB diffusion reveals almost similar rates in ascast and ECAP-processed states of the Al-based AA5024 alloy;
3. There is an unexpected trend with a strongly nonmonotonous dependence of the Co GB diffusion coefficients in the ultrafine grained Al alloy on the annealing parameters, in fact they first decrease and then increase again reaching almost the level which is characteristic for the Co GB diffusion rates in as-cast or ECAP-processes states.
A. Effect of segregation on GB diffusion
The feature 1 may be explained by the alloying effect on GB diffusion, since it follows a general trend observed experimentally that the purer is the material, the higher is the GB diffusion rate; as it was found, e.g., for GB self-diffusion in pure Cu 46 or Ni 45, 47 or solute (Ni) GB diffusion in pure Cu 48 . It is known that Mg does segregate to grain boundaries in this alloy after annealing at slightly elevated temperatures 22 as it does in other Al-Mg alloys 49 .
In the present case of the ECAP-processing at 573 K and post-annealing at higher temperatures, the chemical analysis did not reveal any measurable segregation at most of the GBs (about 80%) in the limits of the uncertainty of the EDX measurements. In some of the GBs, a slight increase of the local Mg concentration by about 0.5% could be detected. Still, a significant increase of the Mg concentration was observed at triple junctions.
Mg segregation was observed in the as-cast AA5024 alloy 22 , however, Co GB diffusion proceeds with similar rates in as-cast and annealed states with quite different levels of the Mg segregation. Thus it is not Mg segregation which mainly affects Co GB diffusion in the AA5024 alloy and some minority components in the alloy are probably responsible for the diffusion retardation in the alloy with respect to the pure Al grain boundaries. Moreover, GB reconstruction in the AA5025 alloy (following, e.g., the GB complexion theory 50 ) might be responsible, too.
B. Effect of SPD-processing on GB diffusion
The present results substantiate that the severe plastic deformation of the Al-based alloy, alternatively to the case of ECAP-processing of Ni or Ti, does not produce a deformation-modified state of the grain boundaries which would be characterized by enhanced diffusion coefficients (feature 2). A decrease of the GB diffusion coefficients as a result of the ECAP-processing was already observed for the case of Co diffusion in ultrafine grained Ti. However this represents a very special case in view of the interstitial diffusion mechanism of Co atoms in the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) lattice of α-Ti 9 . On the other hand, vacancy-mediated GB diffusion of Ag atoms was extremely enhanced in ECAP-processed α-Ti 9 . These facts correspond to the generation of excess free volume at deformation-modified GBs which serve as traps for interstitially diffusing Co and as vehicles for substitutionally diffusing Ag atoms. Since the substitutional diffusion mechanism holds definitely for Co in Al 42 , one may safely assume substitutional solubility and a vacancy-mediated diffusion mechanism for Co atoms in grain boundaries of Al and Al-alloys, too.
The absence of an enhancement of Co GB diffusion after SPD-processing of Al-based alloy is most probably related to a relatively high homologous temperature of the diffusion measurements, T /T m , and need a clarification (here T m is the corresponding melting temperature).
C. Relaxation of the deformation-modified state
Nazarov and co-workers 10 described a deformationmodified ('non-equilibrium') state of grain boundaries in terms of arrays of extrinsic grain boundary dislocations. These defects were proposed to relax by dislocation climb and annihilate at elevated temperatures. The corresponding relaxation time, τ , was estimated as
where k B and T are the Boltzmann constant and the absolute temperature, respectively, d is the average grain size, δ the GB width, D sd gb the self-diffusion coefficient for general relaxed high-angle grain boundaries, G the shear modulus, Ω the atomic volume, and A is a geometrical factor. The value of A was suggested to lie between 100 and 500, depending on the specific disclination model of the ultrafine grained materials used 51 and it was shown that this value gives reasonable estimates for SPD-processed Ni 8 . As stated above, the diffusional GB width δ ≈ 0.5 nm 45 . The GB self-diffusion coefficient in Al, D 3 ), the relaxation time of the deformation-modified state of the grain boundaries in Al is on the order of seconds at the measurement temperature of 320 K. Taking into account a finite time, required for a deformed billet to be cooled down to the room temperature from the deformation temperature of 573 K, one may safely conclude that a hypothetical enhancement of the diffusion rates due to a deformation-modified state of GBs, if it does exist during deformation, relaxes and cannot be measured in the present post-mortem experiments.
This conclusion fully agrees with the present results on GB diffusion of Co after ECAP-processing.
D. Effect of crystal dislocations
In addition to the excess GB dislocations and the GB modifications, SPD processing is known to induce a high density of crystal dislocations which may approach the values on the order of 10 15 m −2 for Ni or Cu 53 . Dislocations in metals are known to represent generally further short-circuits for enhanced diffusion 13, 32 and may modify diffusion transport during measurements of GB diffusion 54 . Note that deformation-induced vacancies annihilate below room temperature in plastically deformed Al 55 and cannot affect the present diffusion measurements.
At least two kinds of models have to be analyzed: Dislocation model 1. Since the C-type conditions are fulfilled, the crystal dislocations represent shortcircuits and provide a diffusion enhancement with respect to bulk diffusion in addition to grain boundaries. However, the rates of dislocation diffusion correspond typically to about 1/10 th of the diffusion rate along general high-angle GBs 32,56 and, thus, the dislocation diffusion contribution should not be observed in the present experiments apart from several first near-surface points of the concentration profiles in Fig. 1 ). Although the dislocation density is larger in ECAP-processed material by orders of magnitude, GB diffusion is slower in the ultrafine grained state with respect to that in pure Al. Furthermore, post-deformation annealing treatment even enhances GB diffusion, while a dramatic decrease of the dislocation density is observed and therefore opposite to what would be expected within this model. We conclude that Model 1 is not applicable to the present case.
Dislocation model 2. The crystalline dislocations are attached not only to the free surface of the sample, but they cross the GBs, too. In the latter case, these dislocations represent the paths for enhanced leakage of the tracer atoms from grain boundaries. In the present case with the absence of bulk diffusion, the GB diffusion problem with out-diffusion via dislocation corresponds to the so-called B-C-type regime after Divinski et al. 57, 58 or D 1 -type regime after Klinger and Rabkin 54, 59 . The tracer leakage from GBs is controlled by the parameter α * , which is (compare with Eq. (2))
Here
is the volume fraction of sites belonging to the dislocation pipes, with A d being the cross-section of the dislocation pipe and ρ d the dislocation density. In the case of α * > 1, the C-type regime continues to hold and Eq. (1) has to be applied to determine the corresponding GB diffusion coefficients. The situation changes if α * < 0.1 (and α remains to be large, α > 1) 54 , in which case the concentration profiles have to be analyzed in the coordinates of the logarithm of concentration vs. the penetration depth y (i.e. for the quasi B-type conditions) and the triple product
has to be determined instead of the diffusion coefficient D gb 54 . Here,
is the effective diffusivity, which describes the tracer leakage from GBs into the crystal volume by dislocation pipe diffusion. In Eq. (5), s * is the segregation coefficient for the tracer atoms between the grain boundaries and the dislocation pipes which is probably a value of the order of unity. Estimating the diffusion coefficient along the dislocation pipes as D d = 1/10D gb 32 , the value of the parameter α * can be determined (Table I ). An analysis reveals that α * > 1 for most of the conditions and the effect of dislocations can safely be neglected, thereby confirming that Eq. (1) was correctly used. The only result of the diffusion measurements for Co GB diffusion in ECAP-processed Al alloy with the highest dislocation density (without annealing) has to be revisited, since the corresponding value of α * is less than unity (Table I) . From the GB diffusion theory 32 , it is well known that GB diffusion under conditions of 0.1 < α < 1 corresponds to a transition regime between the B-and Ctypes kinetics and the determined diffusion coefficients underestimate the real values 60 . Following the approach suggested in Ref. 60 and outlined in Ref. 32 , a correction factor can be determined and the corrected value of the corresponding diffusion coefficient is listed in Table I .
E. Effect of particles on GB diffusion
In Fig. 2a the measured diffusion coefficients D gb for Co in the ECAP-processed AA5024 alloy are plotted as function of the post-deformation annealing temperature T an (symbols) and are compared with the value measured in the as-deformed alloy (dot-dashed line). It is obvious that the dependence cannot be attributed to a usual relaxation-like behavior, since annealing at 823 K for long times increases the diffusion coefficients, although annealing treatments at lower temperatures decrease them, Fig. 2a . This unusual temperature dependence needs clarification.
Figures 3b and c show a typical contrast (including the appearance of Moiré patterns) at GBs in different states. It is obvious that the interfaces are straight and flat and appear as relaxed interfaces. This finding agrees perfectly with the results of GB diffusion measurements, which substantiate an absence of deformation-enhanced GB diffusion in the Al-based AA5024 alloy under consideration.
Al 6 Mn precipitates are found at interfaces as it is substantiated by the HAADF-STEM image, Fig. 3a . The bright-appearing particles in these conditions are characterized by larger Z numbers of scattering atoms with respect to the matrix (Al) and correspond to Al 6 Mn precipitates. Figure 3a shows that in the as-cast state the Al 6 Mn precipitates are mainly concentrated near GBs. The average size of these precipitates is about 200 nm with relatively large average distance between them, more than 300 nm. While the nano-sized Al 3 Sc-based particles are typically coherent in the as-deformed AA5024 alloy, the larger Al 6 Mn particles are incoherent with the matrix. As discussed below, a relatively small contribution of these particles on the measured Co GB diffusion can be expected.
After ECAP processing, the precipitates (both Al 6 Mn and Al 3 Sc) are more uniformly distributed in the grain The dependence of the diffusion coefficient of Co in the ECAP-processed Al alloy on the post-deformation annealing temperature (a) and the particle radius in different states, circles (b). In (a) the GB diffusion coefficient measured for Co after ECAP deformation is shown by the dot-dashed line. In (b) the diffusion coefficient in a particle-free alloy is shown by the dashed line. The diamonds represent the dependence of the diffusion coefficient (normalized with respect to the particle-free case) on the particle size, that includes an implicit dependence on the associated elastic fields produced by the particles as described by the model outlined in subsection V I. The value of D interiors, Fig. 3b . The Al 6 Mn particles are of a size of about 70 nm and are predominantly located at dislocations and sub-boundaries. The number fraction of particles near the GBs in the ECAP-processed sample is estimated to be about 10 2 particles per µm 3 , which is lower than the total volume fraction (about 10 4 µm −3 ). Thus the particles are mainly distributed in the grain interiors, keeping the GBs relatively free. The average distance between the precipitates in the deformed states is about 90 nm.
As a result of post-deformation annealing the particles grow and the Al 3 Sc precipitates approach an average size of 40 nm and more (Table I ). It is important that whereas Al 3 Sc precipitates are fully coherent in the ECAP-processed state (their average size is about 11 nm), they become semi-coherent after annealing treatment as a result of growth, and finally loose their coherency after annealing at high temperatures.
The precipitate/matrix misfit can be determined as (a p −a m )/a m , where a m and a p are the lattice parameters of the matrix and a precipitate, respectively. Using DFT, we have determined a misfit between the Al 3 Sc precipitates and pure Al matrix of approx. 1.5% at T = 0K, which is decreasing with temperature, in agreement with the experimental value 61 of 1.33% at room temperature. The critical precipitate size, corresponding to the appearance of misfit dislocations, is then a However, the AA5024 alloy contains up to 4.5 wt.% of Mg that increases the lattice parameter of the matrix 62 thereby decreasing the misfit. Moreover, in the ECAPprocessed state the Al 3 Sc particles contain Zr (and sometimes Ti) 22 that decreases the lattice parameter of the precipitates. We performed an analysis using the data from Ref. 63 (see Table II ) and the results show that the Al 3 (Sc,Zr) precipitates in the Al-4.5wt.%Mg matrix start to loose their coherency with the matrix at the sizes of about 20−30 nm (depending on the Zr content). The Ticontaining Al 3 (Sc,Ti) precipitates will not be analyzed further, since their volume fraction is found to be low 22 . Figure 4 shows a dislocation analysis of the interface structure for an Al 3 Sc precipitate. The size of the particle is about 22 nm and the appearance of misfit dislocations has to be expected according to the analysis (Table II) . The precipitate is not perfectly spherical, which correlates with a relatively low content of Zr atoms 22 . A fast Fourier transformation (FFT) image made in the (002)-Al Bragg maxima indeed verifies the existence of a misfit dislocation between the matrix and the particles (red arrow in Fig. 4) . In our previous work on Ni and Ti GB diffusion in NiTi alloy, a retardation of the GB diffusion rate was measured at high temperatures and was related to the precipitation of Ni 4 Ti 3 particles at the interfaces 20 . In the present work, we will analyze the effect of precipitates on GB diffusion in the Al-based severely deformed alloy. Figure 2b re-plots the measured diffusion coefficients D gb as a function of the averaged radius of the Al 3 Scbased precipitates, R av . A strongly non-monotonous dependence is seen where the Co GB diffusion coefficient first decreases with increasing radius, reaching a critical value at about R av ≈ 20 − 30 nm, followed by an increase and approaching the value of D gb for small precipitates. Note that this is exactly the critical size for Al 3 Sc and Al 3 (Sc,Zr) precipitates when appearance of misfit dislocations and a gradual loose of the precipitate-matrix coherency have to be expected (Table II) .
In following subsections, we will analyze the effect of these precipitates on the GB diffusion.
F. Elastic field around a precipitate
The stress field caused by the Al 3 Sc precipitates in the matrix was calculated according to Eshelby's solutions for spherical inclusions in an infinite isotropic and elastic body 64 . The radial dependencies for the strain, ǫ r , and stress, σ r , fields are,
σ r = Eǫ r .
Here, ν is the Poisson ratio, a is the radius of a precipitate, r the radial distance from the precipitate center, ∆a the lattice misfit between the precipitate and the matrix, E the Young modulus of the matrix, and ∆γ is the difference of the thermal expansion coefficients between the precipitate and the matrix. We have taken into account that the precipitates are formed and relaxed during hotdeformation or annealing, while diffusion measurements are performed at nearly room temperature. The value of ∆γ is taken from DFT-based calculations 65 which were performed for both, pure Al and Al 3 Sc including vibrational and electronic contributions, and it was further shown that anharmonicity hardly affects the values.
The elastic strains (compressive) are maximum at the particle surface and decay with increased distance from the particle. Typically, the strain becomes small (less than −0.1%) at the double particle radius. Elastic stresses behave qualitatively similarly, Eq. (8) . Note that the yield stress of the AA5024 alloy is 530 GPa 67 . In the case of vacancy-mediated diffusion, the diffusion coefficient of a solute, D, is generally,
Here, λ is the jump distance, ν 0 the attempt (Debye) frequency, f the correlation factor (temperature-dependent for solute diffusion), and ∆G f , ∆G b and ∆G m are the free energies of vacancy formation, solute-vacancy binding, and of vacancy migration respectively. Note that the present tracer diffusion experiments are performed under nearly equilibrium conditions, since the deformationinduced vacancies in deformed Al matrix relax already at room temperature 55 . In the following we will neglect the effect of strain on the solute-vacancy binding energy as well as on the chemical part of the vacancy formation energy. Direct DFT-based calculations, see below, verify this assumption. The elastic part of the vacancy formation energy depends on the hydrostatic pressure p induced by precipitates via a pΩ v = 1 3 σ ii Ω v term. Here, Ω v is the vacancy formation volume. It is known that the migration volume in the fcc lattice is small 13 and we will compute the effect of pressure on the formation volume. , and the Co migration energy Em for vacancy mediated nearest neighbor jumps in pure Al. In addition the pressure-volume work pΩ f is provided, which also enters the sum of all energy contributions. (b) 3D representation of the variation of the energy profile (for Co atom diffusing into the nearest neighbor vacancy) along the minimum energy path for different strain rates. The respective intial state corresponds to the Gibbs energy of a vacancy formation next to a Co atom.
In the present estimates, the correlation factor f , which can in principle be calculated in terms of the fivefrequency model 66 for the fcc lattice, is considered as a constant (at the given temperature of the diffusion measurements). Moreover, the effect of pressure on the total term f λ 2 ν 0 is neglected 13 . This is a reasonable asumption, since the strain dependencies in the exponent are more significant than in the prefactor.
Thus, the change of the GB diffusion coefficient of Co atoms due to applied elastic stresses is estimated as
(10) As an estimate, the value of the vacancy formation volume measured for Zn GB diffusion in Al 33 , Ω v = 0.8Ω, can be used for Co GB diffusion in Al. Now, we need to determine the strain dependence of E m (σ). Figure 5 shows the ab initio calculated energy contributions entering the exponent in Eq. (9). They have initially been determined as Helmholtz energies for hydrostatic strain values up to ±1.5%. The maximum elastic strain of 1.5% corresponds to the elastic misfit between the pure Al matrix and Al 3 Sc particles, determined in subsection V E. By performing the calculations for 2 × 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 × 3 supercells we confirmed that finite size errors at the maximum strain are below 5 %. The convergence is determined by the point defect interaction energies as a function of distance in the fcc Al matrix: While the Co-Co interaction energy is 155 meV in a nearest-neighbor configuration, it is already in the 5 th nearest neighbor shell decreased to 10% of this value. The results of 3 × 3 × 3 supercells, plotted in Fig. 5 can therefore be considered as sufficiently accurate. We observe that the vacancy formation energy E Vac form , the Co-vacancy binding energy E
G. Ab initio energetics of Co diffusion in Al
Co−Vac bind
, and the Co migration energy E m depend all almost linearly on the applied strain. The term E Vac form (p) has been determined from defect and defect-free structures that are evaluated at the same pressure, using pure fcc Al as a reference system for the pressure (upper x axis) corresponding to a certain strain state (lower x axis). The Legendre transformation from Helmholtz to Gibbs energies further requires the addition of the pressure-volume work pΩ f with the vacancy formation volume
where V (N, p) is the volume of a supercell with N atoms at pressure p. The largely strain-independent term E Vac form (p) justifies the experimental approach, to identify ∆G f in Eq. (9) with pΩ v . The migration barrier energy cannot be directly obtained from experiment and we therefore use the result from DFT calculations for the present evaluation. The full diffusion profile for the different strain states is shown in Figure 5b . The respective initial state corresponds to the Gibbs energy of a vacancy formation next to a Co atom as given by the sum E . In this configuration, Co still has a higher coordination (11-fold) than in the saddle point configuration. This could explain why the latter is comparatively more sensitive to the compressing/stretching (compressive/dilatational strain) of the lattice (see Figure 5b) . Nevertheless, also the migration barrier of Co in Al follows to a good ap- proximation a linear dependence on the applied strain, for which the expression
will be used in subsequent estimates.
The calculations further reveal that the maximum change in the binding energy due to the strain is 0.015 eV if |ǫ| ≤ 1.5%. This is by an order of magnitude smaller than the change of the migration barrier (0.12 eV). Hence, it is safe to ignore this contribution.
H. Diffusion coefficient
To estimate the influence of the particles on the net diffusion flux along GBs in the AA5024 alloy, we use the modified Maxwell-Garnett equation 68, 69 ,
Here, f p is the volume fraction of precipitates which are characterized by the diffusion coefficient D p and the factor k takes into account probable segregation of Co atoms to the Al/Al 3 Sc (or Al/Al 3 (Sc,Zr)) interfaces within Al grain boundaries and the equation is written for the 2D case of GB diffusion. The effect of the precipitate volume fraction on the effective diffusion coefficient is shown in Fig. 6 for different values of k and the limiting case D p = 0. It is important to recognize that in the original papers, Refs. 68 and 69, effective diffusion in a homogeneous media is analyzed with an application to a general case of GB diffusion (in a d-dimensional solid 68 ). Then, the segregation was introduced as solute enrichment in the grain boundaries with respect to the crystalline bulk. Figure 6 shows that even in the case of a low (about 1%) fraction of precipitates in which diffusion is forbidden, D p = 0, a strong segregation of tracer atoms to the GB/precipitate interfaces (k = 0.01) would slow down the GB diffusion rate by a factor of two. This finding already agrees with the experimental observations in the present measurements (Fig. 2b) . Note that for the critical size of the Al 3 Sc precipitates of about 20 nm, Table I , and the average distance between them about 200 nm (the measured precipitate density of 10 2 µm −1 in the near GB region), the particle fraction is estimated at about 1% in the case of 2D GB diffusion.
I. General model of the particle effect on GB diffusion
In this subsection, we will summarize the obtained results and describe a general model of the diffusion retardation in the precipitated GBs. Grain boundaries in ECAP-processed AA5024 alloys contain some fraction of small, size of about 11 nm, coherent Al 3 Sc precipitates. The Al 6 Mn particles are larger, non-coherent, and sparsely distributed. Their contribution to the diffusion retardation is estimated to be small under the assumption that they block GB diffusion locally without introducing long-range strain fields. Thus, we are focusing on Al 3 Sc precipitates. Still a slight difference between the Co GB diffusion coefficients in as-cast and ECAP-processed states, Fig. 2b , may be induced by the Al 6 Mn particles, Fig. 3a . The fraction of Al 3 Sc particles at grain boundaries in ECAP-processed AA5024 alloy is estimated at about 0.2%.
The net effect of precipitation on Co GB diffusion was estimated according to the following scheme:
1. The elastic strain and stress fields around the coherent precipitates are determined according to Eqs. (7) and (8) The Co GB diffusion coefficients drop by orders of magnitude at the particle, but approaches its stress-free value at a distance of about three times the radius, Fig. 7 . Now, Eq. (13) is used to determine the net effect for the experimentally determined particle fraction f p and the estimated diffusion retardation on the long-range effective Co GB diffusion coefficient (which corresponds to the experimentally measured value).
Equation (13) is used directly for large (non-coherent) particles with zero-strain fields.
In the case of coherent particles the strain fields around the particles are explicitly taken into account in an iterative way. Since the effective solution Eq. (13) holds for spherical precipitates 68 , we introduced four concentric spheres around a particle of the radius R with the radii 1R, 1.5R, 2R, and 3R and averaged the effect of strain on the diffusion coefficients for the latter three radii taking it as zero within the precipitate (for the distances < R, i.e. considering the particles as impermeable for diffusing atoms). Then Eq. (13) is sequentially used to estimate the effective diffusivities of the regions within 1.5R of the particle size, 2R and 3R taking the effective diffusivity of the inner sphere as D p for the next one (with a proper rescaling of the particle volume fractions). The last value is used for a final calculation of the effective diffusivity of a GB (here the experimentally determined value of f p was used). Figure 2b represents the final results of the numerical estimates of the diffusion retardation caused by the precipitation.
There are two undetermined (free) parameters of the model. First, the Co GB diffusion coefficient along a precipitate-free high-angle GB in Al. We used the value measured for the ECAP-processed case and scaled our results accordingly.
The second free parameter is the segregation factor k in Eq. (13) and the calculations presented in Fig. 2b are performed for a moderate segregation, k = 0.1 (diamonds). A good agreement with the experimental data is seen.
The particle growth induced by the thermal annealing treatments at 723 and 773 K results in an increase of the elastic fields around them, keeping the particles still coherent, and the effective diffusion coefficient drops (Fig. 2b) . It is the state in which the GB diffusion coefficient of Co atoms is slowest and amounts to about 50% of the value in the ECAP-processed state.
As a result of annealing at a higher temperatures, the precipitates grow above the critical size and loose their coherency. Simultaneously, there is a dissolution of the particles and a decrease of the corresponding fraction. Therefore, the Co GB diffusion coefficient increases approaching the values typical for the precipitate-free AA5024 alloy (Fig. 2b) .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Grain boundary diffusion of Co in Al-based AA5024 alloy is found to be slower than in pure Al and is not enhanced by severe plastic deformation. The absence of diffusion enhancement after SPD treatment is explained by a fast relaxation of the deformation-modified state even at room temperature.
The deformation-induced dislocations do not practically affect GB diffusion in the ECAP-processed AA5024 alloy.
A post-deformation annealing treatment of the ultrafine grained AA5024 alloy results in a non-monotonous dependence of the Co GB diffusion rate on the annealing temperature, which first decreases up to a certain critical value beyond which it increases again. This behavior is explained by the evolution of the Al 3 Sc precipitates in the alloy.
A model is suggested which takes into account the strain fields around coherent Al 3 Sc precipitates. The effects of strains on Co GB diffusion are determined by DFT-based calculations. Effective diffusion in the precipitated GBs is described as diffusion in a heterogeneous media with diffusion-blocking precipitates. The importance of solute segregation to the precipitates is highlighted.
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